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gorilla. Chiarelli was writing soon after fluorescence
and banding of chromosomes was discovered. On
morphological grounds and from replication pattems he
suggests that the human chromosome 1 corresponds to a
Robertsonian translocation of the chimpanzee 15 and 13.
This has presumably already been confirmed or contradicted with the new techniques.
C. 0. CARTER
Progress in Medical Genetics, Vol. 8. Edited by
A. G. Steinberg and A. G. Beam. (Pp. vii+ 319;
figures and tables. £9-00.) London: William Heinemann. 1972.
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demonstrated in any autosomal dominant disorder.
Kirkman discuss several possibilities for the molecular
basis of such disorders, including defect in a ratelimiting enzyme, mutant gene producing an abnormal
protein with deleterious effect or altered substrate
specificity, or a mutant gene resulting in excessive enzymic activity.
Clarke discusses in detail the whole problem of the
prevention of Rh isoimmunization which he and his
colleagues in Liverpool have pioneered. It is gratifying
to learn that there are virtually no risks in giving anti-D
as a prophylaxis even if given again in a subsequent
pregnancy. Yet another area pioneered by the author
is the subject of disorders of ganglioside metabolism reviewed by Brady. Not only are chemical methods now
available for establishing the diagnosis in affected individuals (and detecting heterozygotes in some instances),
but also for the antenatal diagnosis of these disorders.
Finally there is a very comprehensive review of the
genetics of short stature by Scott. It is gratifying to
realise that by clinical and radiographic studies much of
the heterogeneity within this group of diseases is being
clarified, an essential step for giving reliable genetic
counselling.
As with previous volumes in this series, this one can
also be highly recommended to all interested in developments in medical genetics.
ALAN E. H. EMERY

As presenting up-to-date authoritative reviews of
various aspects of medical genetics this series has clearly
established itself. This new volume covers a number of
widely differing disciplines. Fenner deals with genetic
aspects of viral diseases of animals. At first sight this
might not seem of particular relevance to medical
geneticists. However the unravelling of the genetic
constitution of animal viruses is an enthralling story
which will encourage those who hope that one day a
similar level of sophistication may be attained in higher
organisms, including man.
German considers in detail the relationship between
chromosomal rearrangements and cancer. Put simply
the argument runs as follows. Many human cancers
have one or more demonstrable marker chromosomes The Role of Genetics in Mental Retardation.
derived from normal chromosomes by breakage and reEdited by Robert M. Allen, Arnold D. Cortazzo, and
arrangement. There are essentially two different ways
Richard P. Toister. (Pp. 115; illustrated. $6.95.)
in which such marker chromosomes might arise.
Miami, Florida: University of Miami Press. 1972.
Firstly the particular cell which first underwent conversion to a cancerous cell and became the progenitor
This book contains the three papers read at a symof all the cells of the cancer itself contained the mutated posium held at Sunland Training Centre at Miami,
chromosome. Alternatively the chromosome rearrange- Florida. An opening statement by Arnold Cortazzo
ment might arise in one of the descendants of the first cell precedes the papers, which are followed by three brief
to undergo neoplastic change which had a normal karyo- closing statements.
type. German argues that evidence from patients with
A problem for speakers at a symposium of this kind is
certain Mendelian disorders associated with an increased to judge the level of understanding of those whom he has
risk of cancer (such as Bloom's syndrome, Fanconi's to address and to set his standard and style accordingly.
anaemia, Louis-Bar syndrome, and xeroderma pig- This symposium was sponsored by the South Florida
mentosum) tends to favour the former explanation, ie, Foundation for Retarded Children, the Sunland Trainthat chromosomal rearrangements occur in the cell which ing Centre, and the Hospital Improvement Program and
originally becomes neoplastic. However it is probable no doubt there would be a mixed lay and professional
that such chromosomal rearrangements may have little audience of parents, social workers, psychologists, docto do directly with cancer other than to provide a pre- tors, and others.
disposing background.
The opening statement by Arnold Cortazzo is clearly
Morton writes eloquently, though to a medical prac- intended to soften up the audience for what is to follow
titioner perhaps not entirely convincingly, on the future and is aimed at those with little or no scientific knowof human population genetics. Kirkman's chapter on ledge. It describes the cell and cell division with a brief
enzyme defects is a very clear and comprehensive review. explanation of genes, Mendel's laws, and the molecular
Mechanisms of enzymic deficiencies, detection of structure of genes. Too much is attempted in too small
heterozygotes, and treatment of enzyme defects are dis- a space (about 10 pages of text). It would have been
cussed. A particularly intriguing problem for the better without any mention of the 'DNA staircase', code
human biochemical geneticist is the molecular mechan- letters, messenger RNA, and so on; none of which is
ism of dominant disorders other than the haemoglobino- necessary for an understanding of what follows. The
pathies. Apart from angioneurotic oedema in which account of the reduction division is a little confusing.
there is a deficiency of an inhibitor of C'1 esterase, a
Dr Smith talks about the clinical aspects of genetics in
deficiency of a specific protein has so far not been mental retardation and, of the three chapters, this is the

